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EXPERTISE IN WEIGHING APPLICATIONS
Cardinal Scale Manufacturing Company was founded by W.H. Perry in 1950
as  a manufacturer of industrial and commercial weighing equipment. A
product of the Great Depression, Mr. Perry instilled his passion for quality and
his values of hard work and fair and equitable dealings with customers in the
Cardinal philosophy.

Cardinal’s product line grew to encompass a complete line of weighing
systems comprised of more than 600 different models. Because of the wide
variety of products, Cardinal needed to develop load cells designed for
specific weighing applications rather than try to make do with off-the-shelf
cells. Out of this need, Cardinal developed a full line of strain gauge load
cells. But it didn’t end there. Cardinal took the next step and designed and
manufactured its own  line of strain gauges to ensure improved performance
and dependable, trouble-free operation.

By utilizing proprietary strain gauge and sensor materials, maintaining strict
environmental controls, and adhering to a rigid quality program, Cardinal has
succeeded in producing a full line of strain gauge load cells which are
recognized by OIML and NTEP. All Cardinal cells are manufactured in an
ISO-9001 registered environment, ensuring that each load cell performs as
designed.

Cardinal’s new load cell production facility employs the latest technology and
was built for one purpose - to provide you with the best load cells available.
Take a look at the Cardinal cells and you’ll agree that technology and quality
are alive and well at Cardinal.

Every load cell design is thoroughly analyzed
and optimized to maximize its performance.

Load cells are produced by automated CNC machines, assuring accuracy and uniformity.

W.H. Perry CEO



TB

99-018

R60/1991-DK-97.03

III 5000
C3

1100 kg
2500 kg
4000 kg

2mV/V

IP-67

Stainless

Smaller profile for
high to medium
capacity floor

scales and hopper
scales

SB

87-059A1

R60/1991-OK-97.02

III 5000  C3
IIIL 10000

1100 kg
2200 kg
4500 kg
9000 kg

2mV/V

IP-68

Stainless

Rugged high
capacity

beam cell for
heavy-duty

use

SCA

89-042A3

R60/1991-DK-96.05

IIIL  10000
C3

23T
45T
54T

2mV/V

IP-68

Stainless

High performance
compression load

cell for
high capacity

weighing

Strain gages are produced under strict clean
room conditions.

SCD

89-071

IIIL
10000

23T
45T
54T

Digital

IP-68

Stainless

Digital load
cell with

integral A/D
converter

DB

97-133A1

R60/1991-DK-99.01

IIIL 10000
C3

23T

2mV/V

IP-68

Stainless

Double ended
shear beam

load
cell for high

capacity
applications

LFB

R60/1991-DK-00.02

C3

125 kg
250 kg
500 kg
1250 kg

2mV/V

IP-67

Stainless

Smaller profile for
medium capacity
floor and bench
scales - medical

scales

Type

NTEP Approval

OIML Approval

Accuracy
Class

Nominal
Load

Rated Output

Protection
Class

Material

Application

Notes

CB

96-091

R60/1991-DK-96.04

III 4000
C3    C4

10 kg
20 kg
50 kg
100 kg
200 kg

2mV/V

IP-68

Stainless

Robust beam cell
for medium capacity

floor and bench
scales. Especially

suited for
washdown

applications

Continuous monitoring of the manufacturing
process ensures uniformity among production
load cells.

Every Cardinal load cell undergoes thorough
testing to ensure high performance and cell to
cell consistency are maintained.

TSSP

R60/1991-NL-00.02

C3

200 kg

2mV/V

IP-67

Stainless

High performance
cell for bench

scales

FX

3.5 kg

2mV/V

IP-67

Aluminum

Inexpensive
load cell for small

bench
and retail

applications

ZX

92-192A2

III 5000
IIIL 10000

113 kg, 226 kg
226 kg, 450 kg

1134 kg, 1360 kg
2268kg,  4536kg

9072 kg

3mV/V

IP-66/68

Stainless

High performance
tension
load cell

TSL

500 µE
(micro strain)

0.7mV/V

IP-67

Stainless

For content
indication in tanks,

bins or other
material storage

containers

TSP

97-136

R60/1991-DK-97.01

III 5000
C3/C4

10 kg     30 kg
15 kg     50 kg
20 kg   100 kg

2mV/V

IP-68

Aluminum

Ideal for small retail
scales

and
bench scales

A number of dead weight testers are used
to verify load cell performance

Specialized equipment and skilled technicians
are used to TIG weld environmental seals on
load cells.

After bonding, strain gages and associated
components are checked for proper align-
ment and adherence to the sensor body.



Scale Capacities

Application Type of Scale 1.5 - 500 kg 500 kg - 15t 15t - 250t

Truck Scale SCA, SCD, DB

Railroad Track SCA

Suspended Vessel ZX

Vessel Weighing TB, SB, LFB

                                   Vessel Inventory Measurement TSL TSL TSL

Floor Scales TB SB, LFB

Large Bench Scales TB LFB

Small/Medium Bench Scales TSP, TSSP, CB

Livestock Scales SB SCA, DB

Clinical/Physician’s Scales TSSP, LFB
TSP

HARDWARE and MOUNTING ASSEMBLIES
Environmental effects and on-site installation
practices are key ingredients to accurate and
efficient electronic weighing systems. Our complete
line of mounting assemblies and auxiliary hardware
packages promote positive results in final
installations and continued accurate performance.

Ball pivot stand
assemblies are an
economical answer to
liquid tank weighing.

Tension assemblies are ideally suited for
suspended tank and hopper applications.

Self-contained floor mounted assemblies provide an easy answer for floor mounted
tank and hopper weighing.

Heavy capacity
linkage and stand
assemblies are
ideal for industrial
weighing.
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778 Fully
Programmable
Indicator  is
designed to meet
almost any
application. Special
software programs
and option cards
allow it to be used
for your most
complex
applications.

Cardinal Built
DIGITAL INDICATORS

AND
WEIGHING SYSTEMS

A wide collection of digital indicators, programmable
controllers, and software packages for computer-based
weighing systems compliment our line of load cells to provide
virtually any type of electronic weighing system needed. Our
complete line of digital indicators provide answers for simple
applications like bench, platform, and digital conversions right
up to the most sophisticated installations that require
communication with other electronic devices and control of
processes. Our Windows® based software packages can be
tailored to many industries specializing in the manufacture,
distribution, and collection of bulk materials. We offer leading
edge design, modern manufacturing techniques, integrated
quality assurance systems, an extensive group of products,
and single-source responsibility.

Cardinal - your complete source
in electronic weighing systems.

Special software packages are  available
to enhance many process control or
special weighing applications.

Model 210 has all the features of the 205 plus a numeric
keypad, keypad tare, piece count, checkweighing, three
preset weight comparators, and time and date formats.

Cardinal Scale reserves the right to improve, enhance or modify features and specifications without prior notice.
Windows® is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation.

Sold By:

Model 205 Features a stainless steel NEMA 4X/IP66
enclosure, eight load cells, push button tare, gross, tare,
and net conversions, two serial ports,  and an
accumulator.

Cardinal
Cardinal Scale Manufacturing Co.

 P.O. Box 151, Webb City, MO 64870 USA
Ph: 417-673-4631 or 800-441-4237 • Fax: 417-673-5001

Visit our Web site at http://www.cardinalscale.com

®

ISO9001REGISTERED

210-F Digital Weight Indicator
has a 3" high, backlit LCD display - tough,

fiberglass, NEMA 4X enclosure.


